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An electric arc flash releases hazardous level of pressure waves, sound waves, molten metal and
shrapnel that could possibly result in several hazards which could devastating in nature. If caution is
not taken arc flash can lead to blindness, bursting of ears, electric shock, serious burns, lung
injuries and shrapnel injuries. The severity of this type of hazards is actually relying upon the power
of the arc, time for which it occurs and also distance of the worker from the site of occurrence.

How come arc flash is hazardous

You can imagine precisely how disastrous an arc flash may be, basically in some cases the melted
material strike the human body with the speed of 700 kilometers per hour. With this sort of harmful
outcome, and the reality that the majority of the damages will be irreversible, it is essential that
production / manufacturing facilities incorporate electric arc flash safety training program for his or
her selected workers.

Requirement for arc flash fire safety training

Every company must ensure that they've gone through arc flash safety training exercise. This fire
safety training exercise trains workers regarding tips on how the possibilities of an electric arc flash
can be decreased. Also in case, an electric arc flash still takes place, exactly how the problems can
be minimized.

Valuable factors of arc flash fire safety training

* Important aspect of electric arc flash fire safety training program is simply teaching the
management about the consequences of electric arc flash by showing all of them videos belonging
to the potential hazards of an electric arc flash. After this sort of video clips are shown, the
administration is actually in a much better position to appreciate the need for safety and preventive
steps.

* The electric arc flash safety training program also teaches the administration about the various
essential safety standards - NFPA-70E (US National Fire Protection Association standard),
Canadian Standards Association - Standard Z-462, US Occupational safety as well as health
administration (OSHA 1910), IEEE Standards, that they need to incorporate in their.

* Another essential aspect of the electric arc flash safety training exercise is teaching the staff
member about the potential duties that causes an electric flash for example opening a switch or
circuit breaker, removing a circuit breaker, removing a cover, testing for voltage. The worker is
actually trained on the dos and don'ts while performing these kinds of activities.

* The electric arc flash fire safety training program also consists of assisting the administration on
the measures they'll undertake to reduce the possibilities of occurrence of the electric arc flash as
well as lessen the potential intensity of the electric arc flash, so that the harm caused is little in
nature. These steps mostly relate to decreasing the possibility fault current power and period along
with the use of flash resistant equipment.

Requirement of arc flash study

An essential part of the electric arc flash research will be to help organizations have an arc flash
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analysis done of their production set up. The safety program would educate the company about
available software which will help do a hazard analysis (potential of the electric arc, flash protection
boundary, incident energy exposure). This kind of clothes required for the staff would be chosen
according to this kind of risk analysis. This helps them incorporate safety precautions that are
customized on the range of hazard that exists at their own particular production set up.
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Nicholas Stenson - About Author:
Nicholas Stenson strongly advocates need for a arc flash fire safety training programs in
manufacturing units. He suggests companies to get a arc flash analysis done of their manufacturing
unit. Besides, they should adopt recommendations of arc flash study and give fire safety training to
their workers.
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